
This turbo install kit covers a range of
turbos for the 05-19 J08E engine.

Every Kit Contains:
- 1 Turbo to Manifold Gasket
- 6 Exhaust Studs 
- 8 Exhaust Flange Nut
- 1 Exhaust Manifold Gasket
- 2 Turbo Oil Drain Gasket
- 2 Turbo Oil Feed Gasket
- 8 Turbo Oil Seals
- 2 Exhaust Manifold Gasket
- 4 Exhaust Bolt  

Features & Benefits:
This Alliant Power Turbo Installation kit has been developed to combat the lack of availability in the market. The OEM 
installation kit can only be purchased from Hino dealers and there are no aftermarket options available. This is a 
complete solution ensuring that you have everything you need to replace your factory turbo.  

- Precision Fit: Every Alliant Power Turbo Install Kit is engineered to match the exact specifications of your vehicle's 
turbocharger system. This precision fit ensures a tight and secure seal, minimizing the risk of leaks. 

- Quality Materials: This kit is made from high-quality OEM equivalent components that are durable and resistant to 
heat, pressure, and corrosion. This durability ensures a longer lifespan. 

- Enhanced Performance: A proper seal provided by the Alliant Power Turbo Install Kit can help optimize 
turbocharger performance. It prevents the loss of exhaust gases, ensuring that they are directed through the 
turbine wheel for improved power and efficiency. 

- Reduced Emissions: A secure seal with these gaskets helps maintain proper emissions control by preventing the 
escape of exhaust gases before they pass through the catalytic converter. This contributes to lower emissions 
levels and compliance with environmental regulations. 

- Ease of Installation: The Alliant Power Turbo Install Kit is the most complete offering on the market. Ensures no 
other product will be needed when servicing or replacing your turbo. 

Proudly partnered with

critical engine components HINO J08E
TURBO INSTALL KIT

ALLIANT POWER OFFERS

FOR USE WITH THE FOLLOWING TURBOS

OEM Turbo Part Numbers 

17201E0654, 17201E0142, 17201E0353,
17201E0352, 17201E0140, S040010440

Garrett Turbo Numbers

830724-5001S, 768440-5015S For fitment verification please contact 
Techsupport@alliantpower.com 

Part Number Description Engine Year Engine
Manufacturer

AP0205 2005-2019 Turbo Install Kit       Hino

Engine Model

J08E (ND,NE,NJ,NV) 

OEM Cross Reference

S040010442 
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